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http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/acknowledging-the-eternal-creator-takes-no-

faith-it-is-scientific-fact/491948024217495 

  

Science is not just the process of acquiring knowledge; it is knowledge.  I would therefore hope those 

who think their beliefs are based on science would read through my notes completely; because MUCH 

of what far too many think is science today, doesn't even qualify as science fiction!  Recently, a person 

asked me for the "axiom" of science after I had tried to show a group of people that just about 

everything they thought they knew as science and scientific was fiction at best; rubbish at worse. 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-modern-evolutionary-paradigm-is-not-

science-it-isnt-even-good-science-fictio/747467775332184  She simply could not understand why I 

refused to regurgitate what she and mass millions have been brainwashed to believe.  So instead I gave 

her true axioms: Science is knowledge;  Accurate Science is Accurate knowledge; Science is Accurate 

Observation of Creation;  True Science Declares Truth.  If ANYTHING can be falsified; "proven false"; it is 

NOT TRUE.  An axiom must be true; therefore nonsense taught in the name of science is NOT an axiom. 

 Much of what is being taught as science currently is provably FALSE. (including such notions as 

falsification, that is done often by presenting fraudulent or false claims; in a vain effort to discount what 

is actually true).  I will not regurgitate the philosophy of falsification, because there are simply too many 

false witnesses (liars) who CLAIM to have falsified factual, empirical evidence with their deceit; when in 

fact they have not.  In other words, "falsification" may seem logical and true as a theory, but in practice 

has proven false; because it ASSUMES that all people who would propose something as falsified or true 

are rational, sane, reasonable and honest persons inherently; rather than the fact that mass millions on 

earth are observably irrational, illogical, ignorant (especially those arrogant atheists and evolutionists 

who have a head full of nonsense they THINK are facts) and dishonest.  Far too many have become 

factually insane (incapable of facing reality).  As such those persons put forth vain imaginations in a form 

of their own cognitive dissonance and attempt to seek only confirmation bias of their chosen delusions; 

so MANUFACTURE in their minds IMAGINATIONS of every kind and then submit those IMAGINATIONS as 

falsified constructs AGAINST what is true (reality).  An example of this is a quote from an atheist I was in 

a debate with who said to the effect that geophysical evidence 

like https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=the+real+mt.+sinai  and 

 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=ashen+remains+of+sodom+and+gomorrah and the 

literary record of the most accurate ancient texts regarding history (the Holy Bible) are not evidence for 

the existence of GOD our CREATOR.  None of these people if they were sane, rational, reasonable 

people would have the audacity to make such an incredibly and inherently FALSE statement, a 

statement that is more IRRATIONAL (delusionary) than if their own footprints, fingerprints, handwritten 

letters, and deeds they have done, especially if those deeds were so notorious they were recorded for 
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the entire world to read about, would deny such things as evidence for their own existence.  BUT an 

historical record that precisely explains what we observe (the Holy Bible) is off limits in their thinking as 

evidence and a burned mountain still visible and still can be visited and observed with dozens of details 

that identify it as the precise location God gave the Ten Commandments to Moses is (in their delusions) 

not evidence for GOD.  AND 5 cities whose ashen remains can also be seen and visited that were 

destroyed EXACTLY as the Holy Bible records is not evidence.  (In other words, these people live in a 

world of deceptions and delusions so strong that artifacts, locations on earth, factual history, things that 

can be plainly observed by anyone do not exist in their minds, only notions so ridiculous that it tells the 

rest of sane humanity that these persons have been successfully brainwashed and as a result are 

factually incapable of facing REALITY; in other words, many of them (mass millions) have gone insane! 

 Plain examples anyone can see and hear is when atheists and evolutionists are confronted with the Law 

of Biogenesis and Entropy; scientific laws that PLAINLY disprove evolutionary theory and origins of our 

universe and life; as brainwashed into mass millions of innocent children in the name of science, will 

AUTOMATICALLY dismiss those laws; by saying they are sophist or facile or somehow don't apply and 

that those scientific laws are invalid; IN FAVOR of their religions of TOTALLY INSUPPORTABLE FICTION! 

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gjvuwne0RrE   When I point these facts out, I am NOT trying to 

insult anyone, denigrate anyone, I am only stating truthfully that these persons are fulfilling the very 

definitions of stupidity and insanity! 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8DDIe_2cHM&list=PLF545DC68A10AE4FF&index=8  and  

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evolution-and-atheism-intertwined-religions-of-

the-insane/492209810857983  and  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-

challenged/575010789244551  (TRY NOT TO LET THE RUBBISH BEING TAUGHT IN THE NAME OF SCIENCE 

ALL OVER THE WORLD KEEP YOU FROM LOOKING AT ALL THE FOLLOWING EVIDENCE). 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wG3bGqFr9uc 

  

I am astounded at how many people on earth STILL think God is hiding or that there is no sound 

evidence or arguments for GOD.  DON'T THEY REALIZE GOD CAME AND ANNOUNCED HIMSELF TO THE 

WHOLE WORLD?  Don't they realize GOSPEL transliterates as "GOD SPEAKS"!  GOD, the Eternal Creator, 

the Creator of the Entire Universe and all therein, Incarnated and Spoke Directly to and with everyone 

He encountered (and is still doing so to this day)!  The INCARNATION OF GOD ALMIGHTY IS THE MOST 

DOCUMENTED EVENT IN THE ENTIRE HISTORY OF THE WORLD!  The account is published in over 5000 

languages!   https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ineffably-awesome-holy-

bible/621311364614493  The News of the event is broadcast 24/7 globally!  Two billion souls on earth 

by word of mouth are telling everyone else about it!  WE ARE PLAINLY TELLING THE WHOLE WORLD 

THAT WE KNOW GOD ALMIGHTY, PERSONALLY; WE KNOW AND COMMUNICATE DIRECTLY WITH THE 

CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE AND HE WITH US, AND THAT ANY AND EVERYONE ELSE CAN AS 

WELL!!!!!!!!   
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Some atheists and evolutionists make it this far and again prove they have been brainwashed by saying 

"testimonies are not evidence".  Courts of law all over the world notwithstanding; just consider how 

false such a statement is.  If what is written and communicated by others is not evidence, scientific 

findings then cannot be considered as evidence upon which they base what they CLAIM to know.  (These 

persons live in a world where NOTHING is evidence but what they are willing to acknowledge as such - 

 https://www.facebook.com/FFAF.International/photos/a.392139044163477.91994.390996674277714/

803459993031378/?type=1&theater) 

  

For anyone to conclude that (all of the following and more is somehow not evidence): GOD 

ALMIGHTYs Personal Introduction; which was subsequently documented and continuously spread to 

every soul on earth ever since; to ignore all the artifacts, all the history, all the geo-physical sites still 

available to visit (like Mt. 

Sinai https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=the+real+mt.+sinai+  and 

  http://worldnewsdailyreport.com/red-sea-archaeologists-discover-remains-of-egyptian-army-from-

the-biblical-exodus/  and the ashen remains of sodom and gomorrah 

 https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-

8#q=ashen%20remains%20of%20sodom%20%26%20gomorrah), all the prophecies coming to pass in 

front of their very eyes  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-

treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230  and 

 http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/prophecies-show-divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-

bible/520171808061783   and   https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/end-times-verse-

by-verse/625795230832773, all the personal testimonies of billions of souls, millions of which suffered 

and died for simply telling others about the Incarnation of God Almighty and what He told us when He 

did  http://www.homecomers.org/mirror/, to ignore EVERYTHING (history, science, knowledge, their 

own perceptions) so that they can ludicrously and most foolishly CLAIM (demonstrating SUPREME and 

WILLFUL ignorance) there is no evidence of or for GOD our Creator; they have to not only be blind and 

deaf to the entire universe around them, they have to be INSANE!  (out of their minds!  persons who are 

irrational, unreasonable and entirely illogical!  while that is NOT good for such persons so deluded, 

deceived, ignorant, depraved; for those of us who do KNOW God and Truth their presence on earth is 

but another PROOF (MORE EVIDENCE) -  http://biblehub.com/romans/1-28.htm  and 

 https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2+Timothy+3%3A1-5&version=AMP)  The very 

foundational laws of KNOWLEDGE (epistemology) itself PROVES the existence of GOD! 

  

https://www.facebook.com/The.Illogical.Atheist/photos/a.355584184549936.1073741826.33900273

6208081/631421766966175/?type=1&theater  - even leading secular scholars acknowledge these 

facts!   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5znVUFHqO4Q 
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https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/christ-crucified/735365403209088 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVoKR_cvJJM 

  

Everything in the universe both in part and whole is evidence of our Creator.  WHAT WE OBSERVE does 

NOT confirm any of their fiction taught in the name of science, BUT IT MOST DEFINITELY DOES CONFIRM 

the Biblical Account throughout!  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmic_microwave_background  notice 

 "fundamental to observational cosmology because it is the oldest light in the universe" 

 http://www.cnn.com/2014/03/17/tech/innovation/big-bang-gravitational-waves/  notice  "If the 

discovery holds up to scrutiny, it's evidence of how the universe rapidly expanded less than a trillionth 

of a second after the Big Bang."  WE OBSERVE the OLDEST LIGHT in the universe appeared suddenly and 

instantaneously; yet separated from the darkness; SCIENTISTS ANNOUNCE IT TO THE WHOLE WORLD 

and YET, these people claim it is evidence for some imaginary fiction; RATHER than what is recorded in 

the most reliable reference book in the whole world!  http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-3.htm  and 

 http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-4.htm  (https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-

8#q=scientists%20are%20baffled%20about%20darkness%20in%20the%20universe) what we OBSERVE 

the appearance of LIGHT separated from darkness! RECORDED FOR MILLENNIUMS for us all to plainly 

read WHY! but it is not one verse here or there in the Holy Bible that is precisely what we accurately 

observe BUT EVERYTHING IS THAT WAY!  We have a BOOK on earth that tells us in DETAIL, EVERYTHING 

WE OBSERVE, accurate historically, accurate currently, and has been accurate ON MANY THOUSANDS 

OF DETAILS prophetically!  (WE HAVE A WRITTEN RECORD, THE ONLY WRITTEN RECORD ON EARTH 

THAT HAS UNDERGONE MASSIVE SCIENTIFIC SCRUTINY AND HAS YET TO BE "falsified"; THAT WOULD 

MAKE IT TRUE!  (and yet the Holy Bible is shelved immediately by mass millions who have been so 

thoroughly brainwashed they won't even listen to the very founders of the modern sciences; regarding 

out Creator!) 

The greatest scientific minds and most influential persons in the history of the world know that THE 

VERY FOUNDATION OF SCIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE PROVES THE EXISTENCE OF GOD OUR CREATOR 

and it therefore should be common knowledge by now. The only reason it isn't is due to the fact that 

children were intentionally deceived in public indoctrination systems known as schools 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886; kept from such 

knowledge like:http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/fathers-of-the-sciences-and-great-

scientific-minds-in-their-own-words/567609163318047 and verse by verse explanation linked to the 

evidence of creation like: http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-

treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230;  the original manuscripts of the Old and 

New Covenant shown to them of detailed prophecies written centuries and millenniums ago coming to 

pass in front of their eyes daily in all the world:http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-
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swenson/prophecies-show-divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-bible/520171808061783   and 

  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/end-times-verse-by-verse/625795230832773;   

but if all creation and the greatest minds and most powerful persons on earth in the entire history of the 

world are insufficient evidence of GOD and the disproven theory of evolution; it is not likely all these 

facts will penetrate the dense ignorance in such deceived and self-deluded persons 

either:http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/no-more-brainwashing-no-more-lies-science-

proves-who-god-is-part-1/518695411542756 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/no-more-brainwashing-no-more-lies-science-proves-who-god-is-part-

2/518696871542610  and  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ineffably-awesome-

holy-bible/621311364614493. 

  

The latest scientific discoveries are proving that not just Light travels in waves/frequencies and particles; 

but that ALL matter does. Science is now proving all of Creation exists by words! 

 http://www.wimp.com/collapsebubble/  let there be light... 

  http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/tiny-bubbles-explain-puzz/ 

  

(sound, frequencies - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reflection_seismology  and 

 https://www.google.com/search?q=levitation+by+sound&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=levitation

+by+&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j0l5.7929j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8) - 

  

https://www.google.com/search?q=science+dna+can+be+changed+by+frequencies&rlz=1C1GIGM_enU

S535US535&oq=science+dna+can+be+changed+by+frequencies&aqs=chrome..69i57.20916j0j8&sourcei

d=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 and 

  

https://www.google.com/search?q=science+dna+can+be+changed+by+frequencies&rlz=1C1GIGM_enU

S535US535&oq=science+dna+can+be+changed+by+frequencies&aqs=chrome..69i57.20916j0j8&sourcei

d=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-

8#es_sm=93&espv=210&q=light+travels+as+both+particles+and+waves and 

  

https://www.google.com/search?q=science+dna+can+be+changed+by+frequencies&rlz=1C1GIGM_enU

S535US535&oq=science+dna+can+be+changed+by+frequencies&aqs=chrome..69i57.20916j0j8&sourcei

d=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-

8#es_sm=93&espv=210&q=water+crystals+changed+by+words 
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https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=atomic+resonance+frequencies 

  

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-

8#q=elements%20have%20their%20own%20frequencies 

  

All as has been stated for millenniums in the Holy Bible - http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-

3.htmand http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+1%3A1-

3&version=KJVand http://biblehub.com/hebrews/11-3.htm and http://biblehub.com/colossians/1-

17.htm 

  

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/creation-v-evolution-please-use-your-intelligence-

to-recognize-intelligence/566154943463469 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ineffably-awesome-holy-

bible/621311364614493 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/understanding-the-holy-bible-part-

1/611082142304082 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/how-to-know-truth-in-a-world-of-

lies/622590531153243 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vPEPQmu-dJg 

  

https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=10154109014560393 besides the millions of testimonies of 

personal miracles  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYBnJF2P_WQ; each and every soul is a miracle! 

THINK about how dust and dirt with the presence of knowledge so complex programmed into sperm 

and an egg; how that one zygote becomes a multi-trillion celled complex creation from such invisible 

beginnings! 
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 http://www.ted.com/talks/alexander_tsiaras_conception_to_birth_visualized?awesm=on.ted.com_Tsia

ras&utm_campaign=&utm_medium=on.ted.com-

static&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_content=awesm-publisher   

  

ONE Piece of Evidence for our Creator is the Universe and everything it contains. And my arguments in 

the notes detail as to why. Suppose I were to submit that the evidence of YOUR existence is your own 

body. But you say no, that is more than one piece of evidence because I am a multi-trillion celled 

organism. (and then request that I limit said "evidence" down to one of the quarks in one of the atoms 

of those trillions of cells) That is the same argument here when someone asks for evidence of God who 

exists ubiquitously and pervasively throughout all Creation and then wants to somehow limit the topic 

to a tiny particle thereof. But suppose I agree and we then discuss DNA how information SO COMPLEX is 

programmed into chemicals that becomes 206 bones, 642 skeletal muscles, 30+ organs in both males 

and females, TRILLIONS OF CELLS ALL FUNCTIONING TOGETHER, VERY SPECIFIC SYSTEMS NECESSARY 

FOR LIFE, and that DNA is SO SPECIFIC as to produce and distinguish YOU; out of billions of organisms on 

planet earth; DNA that can be traced to YOU, EXCLUSIVELY; information SO COMPLEX that 

supercomputers are STILL processing the details of genomes of species; yet INVISIBLE to the naked eye; 

so small the data is encoded on microscopic chemicals within a single cell!  In similar fashion I choose to 

go with the Holy Bible as the DNA of the Creator of the Universe, information in the Holy Bible refers to 

all aspects of our Universe and the presence of such comprehensive information as contained in the 

Holy Bible can be linked like DNA to the ONE TRUE GOD!  The points I would be making proving it's 

Divine Authorship are all the aforementioned; as cited above in my notes linked to documentaries, 

scientific discoveries, images that anyone can see with their own eyes; if they take the time to click on 

the references within them.  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ineffably-

awesome-holy-bible/621311364614493 It would be nice if people understood that even a tiny portion 

of a person is evidence for their existence, as tiny as DNA; but how many people would recognize that? 

 No, it is the bulk of our observations and experiences that solidifies whether or not we KNOW someone, 

and that person exists then in our definition of reality.  In the same way, each tiny portion of the 

Universe is factually evidence of our Eternal Creator, but too few have the knowledge necessary to 

understand why that is; so I submit not a comprehensive list of evidence for our Creator in this 

apologetic, but hopefully enough observable and verifiable facts, so that objective readers will see that 

our Eternal Creator factually exists and call upon Him, so they can experience, KNOWING GOD 

ALMIGHTY, for themselves.  So I reiterate, Evidence of God is the topic, the whole of Creation/Universe 

is the Evidence, and my cited references within my notes/apologetics are the arguments as to why. 

  

http://vimeo.com/17960119  the earliest accurate records of the Incarnation of our Eternal Creator 

have now been traced directly to eyewitnesses. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5znVUFHqO4Q  The documentation not only of the 

supernatural creative miracles He did in the presence of many witnesses; have been ongoing ever 

since.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYBnJF2P_WQ  Fulfilling prophecies in such detail written 
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centuries before His Incarnation, Performing Supernatural Miracles including creating substance, 

transforming substance, healing all ailments, birth defects, exorcisms, resurrections, and as final 

PROOF HE is the ETERNAL GOD, raised HIS OWN BODY from the dead and is ALIVE right now to 

answer any who call upon Him.  Face it folks, ignoring evidence like that when your everlasting 

destiny is at stake, goes beyond reason directly to a state of willful ignorance. 

 http://biblehub.com/romans/1-28.htm 

  

I regularly post Evidence for our Creator in online discussion groups and find it astounding at how many 

REFUSE to look at, read or listen to such an importantant topic; so I often feel compeled to urge them to 

care about their own present and everlasting existence more than their wanton display of willful 

ignorance currently portends.  So I reply to them in such manner (hoping others have enough of a sense 

of self-preservation and innate curiosity, questing for TRUTH, to choose to make the effort to step 

outside the popular paradigms being forced upon millions in coerced public indoctrination institutions): 

 Science is not just the process of acquiring knowledge, it is knowledge. The principle method of 

increasing any body of science therefore is by accurate observations; even accurate observations of 

COMMUNICATIONS.  (To ignore documentaries, observable reality and the primary way 

knowledge(science) is conveyed (communication) places one instantly in a state of willful ignorance 

otherwise known as practicing http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/stupidity/527894057289558).   The scientific method implies repeatable and testable 

observations.  BILLIONS of people have encountered the ONE TRUE GOD and have plainly told others 

throughout recorded history. The METHOD is repeatable and can be followed like following a recipe in a 

cook book. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-made-salvation-

easy/737032859709009 IN FACT, today's news is OPEN EVIDENCE of the repeatable testable aspects of 

the Holy Writ. As the whole world can compare verse by verse WITH WHAT WE PLAINLY 

OBSERVE.https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/end-times-verse-by-

verse/625795230832773 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-

christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-

forgiveness/556880667724230 and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/observable-

divine-judgments/732720553473573;  the evidence is so clearly ubiquitous, the only way to deny it is to 

REFUSE to look at it in order to remain under chosen delusions and fantasies rather than facing reality. 

There is a term all who do not KNOW GOD, should familiarize themselves with if they are among those 

refusing to look at the evidence; it is known as "cognitive dissonance" and was predicted by mass 

brainwashing expert describing present conditions here in America decades 

ago: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJKJM36lMTE#t=1089 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jc

-YBIG8EMg  

  

The original post https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5znVUFHqO4Q that was not even viewed by 

certain commentators who dismissed the documentary solely because it was posted on youtube; was 

posted to make the point that ANYONE who dismisses the historicity of the manuscript evidence 
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regarding the biographies in the HOLY BIBLE pertaining to the Incarnation of the Eternal Creator, would 

necessarily need to dismiss all the historic accounts of antiquity. Original manuscripts now trace directly 

to first hand eyewitness testimony of the accounts given in historical context. This professor is one of 

the world's leading (if not the leading) authority on this subject. His point is that the manuscript 

evidence is SO strong supporting the Gospels and Pauline Epistles as ACCURATE HISTORY; that all the 

manuscripts combined in that regard FAR EXCEL all other documentation on earth regarding history of 

that era and beyond. SO FAR excels that people who disregard the Gospels as biographies of 

YAHOSHUAH or attempt to claim He never even existed let alone did such things as recorded in the 

HOLY BIBLE, would then be placing themselves in the position of declaring the rest of recorded history 

as totally and completely unreliable. (would then have to question the existence of emperors in world 

history, etc. because there is MUCH LESS evidence for their existence and deeds, than the historic facts 

of YAHOSHUAH). And MY POINT is WHEN you hear the FACTS, you are confronted with the REALITY that 

GOD our CREATOR INCARNATED, OVERTLY STATED HE WAS GOD, DID SUPERNATURAL ACTS in 

ABUNDANCE PROVING HE WAS, AND we have ACCURATE HISTORY TELLING US THE DETAILS LIKE NO 

ONE ELSE IN ALL OF ANTIQUITY!!!!!!!! So EACH and EVERY soul is CONFRONTED by the FACTS that they 

CAN KNOW and COMMUNICATE with the ONE TRUE GOD here and NOW and KNOW TRUTH thereby. OR 

they can wait until they breathe their last and encounter reality the hard way like these all 

did: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQ8TEGMj-jc  And so this is what I say also to those who 

refuse to read my notes at such a crucial time in history.  CARE ENOUGH ABOUT YOUR OWN LIVES TO 

DO SO, MY NOTES CONTAIN NOT JUST MATTERS OF LIFE AND DEATH INFORMATION ABOUT CURRENT 

EVENTS BUT FACTS ABOUT EVERLASTING DESTINIES!!!!!!!!  The are full of citations of latest scientific 

thoughts and discoveries, amazing technologies, end times events unfolding rapidly that affect every 

man, woman and child on earth; but MOST IMPORTANTLY that ANYONE CAN PERSONALLY KNOW AND 

COMMUNICATE WITH (thereby LEARN DIRECTLY FROM) the ONE TRUE GOD, our ETERNAL 

CREATOR!!!!!!!!  https://www.facebook.com/AoCShcCA/notes  (I try to update these virtually daily as I 

am able);  but if for any reason any of them are "unavailable" you can access not so current versions: 

  http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/PublicLetters/AAAUpdatedPublicAlertsMattersofLifeandDeath/ 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5znVUFHqO4Q  - IF worldviews were EXCLUSIVELY evidentiarily 

based then the WHOLE WORLD, every man, woman and child would ALREADY KNOW GOD!  But it is 

VERY CLEAR, that people REJECT FACTS and EVIDENCE by choice (known as cognitive dissonance) in 

favor of searching for confirmation bias of whatever they CHOOSE TO BELIEVE.  I came face to face with 

the Resurrected Christ and so had to throw out all the rubbish I had been taught in public education.   

  

Law of Biogenesis - life comes from LIFE; when coupled with Entropy GOD MUST HAVE THE POWER OF 

ETERNAL LIFE. (for life to exist with what we KNOW of our universe GOD MUST EXIST! scientific FACT! 

 So has anyone ever made the appearance on earth and recorded in history claiming to have ETERNAL 

LIFE?  And did that person PROVE IT?  The answer is a RESOUNDING YES! 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/christ-crucified/735365403209088  So the ONE 
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TRUE GOD showed Himself to the whole world AND PROVED WHO HE IS beyond any and all reasonable 

doubt!!!!!!!!  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god/719346771477618 

  

Far too many these days are making idols out of their forced indoctrination 

(demoralization: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJKJM36lMTE#t=1110)  and  thereby THINK what 

is actually fictional is true and what is true is fictional.  TRY to break through and LOOK at the Evidence! 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-religion-of-evolution-versus-the-science-of-

creation/729829070429388 

  

One of the ways people get to know other people is by introduction; while I am not God's representative 

in the best and truest sense of how Awesome our Creator is, I do KNOW Him and I am an eyewitness of 

the Resurrected Christ.  (He is not a "zombie" as some blasphemers ignorantly assert these days, but is 

in fact very much ALIVE!)  He is so Alive, so Powerful, so beyond anything most can conceive of 

(especially those who do not know Him); that the only way for me to describe Him; is that you have to 

experience the Resurrected Christ for yourself to even begin to understand.  Call upon Him! I did; even 

when our public education had me believing like so many brainwashed victims today, that God, the 

Eternal Creator, didn't exist.   

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtBz1roiQR8 - THINK! don't just repeat the rubbish ingrained in 

you over years of so called public education. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHr1tkYC_6Q - I have died numerous times; thanks to modern 

medical resuscitation I am here to tell of those experiences.  www.blastthetrumpet.org  During those 

"beyond and back" experiences my thinking based on modern education was blown away by face to face 

encounters with reality.  All of my notes represent part of my effort to save people from such hard 

lessons and rude awakenings.  I am grateful to all those who take the time to read them. For those 

thinking that I am claiming something so unique or unusual in my beyond and back experiences, you 

really should familiarize yourself with the fact that NDEs have now been scientifically studied and 

documented all over the world.  THOUSANDS of documented deaths, and eye witness accounts, many of 

which were NOT good experiences! this evidence was so convincing that even an atheistic cardiologist 

was converted - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQ8TEGMj-jc  but there are many eyewitnesses 

these days besides 

myself: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WNqXQ91GIpM, https://www.google.com/webhp?sourcei

d=chrome-instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-

8#q=scientific+study+of+nde and  https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-
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8#q=dr%20samuel%20study%20of%20NDE  and 

 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=nde+heaven+and+hell  These people from all kinds of 

backgrounds had very common experiences of what happened after "death".  For all of us who have 

seen the Resurrected Lord face to face and are telling the world; those who try to deny the existence of 

Almighty God, appear even more foolish to us than if we were to deny the existence of your best friend, 

your father or mother, or even yourself (those you claim to be a personal eyewitness of and know). 

  

http://www.ted.com/talks/alexander_tsiaras_conception_to_birth_visualized?awesm=on.ted.com_Tsia

ras&utm_campaign=&utm_medium=on.ted.com-

static&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_content=awesm-publisher - part of the reason for the 

devaluation of the miracle of life by the satanists in control of the mints, media and public education; is 

so that by controlling the way the public thinks, they can control the public in general. 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/strategies-of-war/674592165953079  People who 

come to Know our Creator, personally, no longer fall for their many lies. 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-worlds-most-wanted-criminals-part-

1/674604029285226  Murdering each other as adults or infants no longer becomes acceptable (thus 

those in favor of practicing genocide in the name of "population 

management" http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/iTestifytheTRUTH/popman.wav  and 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101; currently in power, face the righteous anger of enlightened citizens and are 

deposed). Their continued willful deception in media and public education enables them to continue to 

get away with their crimes against humanity.  Samuel Clemens said, "It is easier to fool people, than 

convince them that they've been fooled."  And the fact that so many these days consider themselves 

"educated"; but do not know our Creator is evidence of that. 

 https://www.google.com/search?q=it+is+easier+to+fool+a+man&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&espv=

2&biw=1066&bih=702&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=ti4TVLmHIIiyyASpkIGQDw&ved=0CDU

QsAQ 

  

From my perspective, FAR TOO MANY THESE DAYS; while beholding the Supernatural Acts of GOD, 

diminish it; without rational explanation, claiming they understand such "natural" causes.  IF THESE 

PERSONS TRULY UNDERSTOOD WHAT THEY CLAIM TO BE "natural", THEY WOULD HAVE ACHIEVED 

IMMORTALITY BY NOW!  There is a Way to Life Eternal, it is the Way GOD has made!  Won't you call 

upon the Resurrected Christ; so you can know the One True and Living GOD right now and forever?   

  

http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/PublicLetters/AAAUpdatedPublicAlertsMattersofLifeandDeath/Saved

%20By%20Grac1.pdf 
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http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/PublicLetters/AAAUpdatedPublicAlertsMattersofLifeandDeath/Are%2

0You%20A%20Christia1.pdf 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/you-must-be-born-again-of-the-holy-spirit-of-

god/533516303394000 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ten-commandments-part-1/733691096709852 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ten-commandments-part-2/733693013376327 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ten-commandments-part-3/733693450042950 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-we-all-need-instructions-from-our-creator-to-

live-by/533444303401200 

  

what too many BELIEVE about "science" is actually nothing more than pure fiction, while they dismiss 

ACTUAL SCIENCE in their chosen confirmation bias and cognitive dissonance. 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/refutations-of-the-false-accusations-made-by-

worldviews-against-christ-and-his-f/735623916516570 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/too-many-are-turning-science-into-a-

religion/711197568959205 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-religion-of-evolution-versus-the-science-of-

creation/729829070429388 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/religion-in-the-name-of-

science/710078699071092 
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https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/strategies-of-war/674592165953079 

  

Understand that GOD ALMIGHTY has promised to teach anyone PERSONALLY who receives Him!  (In 

other words YOU CAN KNOW THE CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE, WHO IS ALL TRUTH AND HAS ALL THE 

KNOWLEDGE IN THE UNIVERSE, and LEARN FROM HIM DIRECTLY!!!!!!!! - what more "proof" do you 

need than to meet the Creator yourself?)  One of the ways He has been teaching me over the years is by 

His Promise:  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/dreams-and-

visions/723659614379667 And I can tell you that no 3d hologram compares!  no movie!  NOTHING this 

world offers is like getting Direct Divine Revelations from our Eternal Creator!  (why would anyone want 

to remain in ignorance with such a Divine Promise and such amazing experiences waiting for them) - 

YOU CAN PERSONALLY LEARN DIRECTLY FROM GOD ALMIGHTY, THE ETERNAL CREATOR, RIGHT HERE 

AND NOW AND FOREVERMORE!!!!!!!! 

  

Most all the replies I've gotten from those who STILL yet maintain there is no evidence of GOD and that 

the theory of evolution has not been scientifically disproven 

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gjvuwne0RrE); are from people who did NOT read the information 

or watch the presentations in the aforementioned links; showing themselves to have no qualms about 

declaring themselves to be http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-

challenged/575010789244551 

but for all the rest of us; please tell the children and all you 

meet http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-eternal-creator-can-be-

known/495815193830778 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/dont-fail-to-savor-the-best-

part/510740005671630 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/christ-and-christ-alone/679562635456032 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/labor-not-in-vain/612725912139705 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-omniscience-of-our-

creator/603749679703995 
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Chariot wheels discovered under the Red Sea match Egyptian chariot wheels. 
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King David's Tomb - Jerusalem. The interesting thing is that this tomb is directly below the upper room 

where Jesus ate the Last Supper and where the disciples were filled with the Holy Spirit on Pentecost. 
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Biblical Creation 

THE SECRET HISTORY OF ANCIENT MAN 

It's not like what has been presented as a slow gradual evolution of man. A deeper look at History shows 

us that man has alway... 

See More 
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Uplifting Video | Divine Intervention in Rescue? 

Charlene Deherrera was driving home from work when her SUV was caught in flood waters and began 

to sink. As it became submerged, bystanders swam out... 

UPTV.COM 
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THE FLYING DUCK ORCHID 

Can you see it? I love the discoloration in the beak just like on a real duck. Only a Creator could have 

made something like this. Clearly intelligence was needed to make something like this. 
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After Eden: Fish Legs and Knees 

http://www.answersingenesis.org/ 
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sermon "Seven Way King" as spoken by Dr. S.M. Lockridge. ... 
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Atheist professor destroys evolution 

Atheist professor exposes the hoax of evolution. Wretched TV original 

video:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3jrcP-o6Vs 
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Dead Mississippi man begins breathing in embalming room, coroner says 

A coroner declared an 87-year-old Holmes County, Mississippi, man dead, but... 

CNN.COM 
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Tears Are A Language 

Sung in the video by Heavenbound, from their album, 'Peace in the Valley.' Please click to play all the 

featured Christian hymns: http://www.youtube.com/play... 
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More similarities in separated ancient cultures. They all had something in common. All came from Babel 
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CATERPILLAR THAT PRETENDS TO BE A SNAKE! 

This is NOT a reptile! This is the larva of the Hemeroplanes triptolemus moth. In its larval form it is 

capable of expa... 

See More 
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Southwest Community Church (April 28, 2013) - J. Warner Wallace was an... 
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Abraham didn't exist? Moses a myth? Archeological and historical evidence of Biblical accuracy 

TEL Ekron, one of the five Philistine capital cities mentioned in the... 
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THE ACAMBARO FIGURINES 

In July, 1944, Waldemar Julsrud, made a resounding discovery in Acambaro, Mexico. He found several 

hundred figurines that represent, amon... 

See More 
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Daystar Television Network 

Take time to seek The Lord this morning! He loves you and wants an intimate personal relationship with 

you!  
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Robert Weiss 

Our brother Segun Ameh writes, "...please kindly help me with a laptop for wide social network 

administration of the true gospel. I currently use my mobile pho... 

See More 
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Biblical Creation 

ONE IS MAN-MADE.. 

The other isn't. One is a window and the other a DNA double helix. Can random evolution produce this? 

No! Intelligence was needed to make both of these things! 
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Undistputable Proof of God! our One and Only Creator! YOU MUST SEE THIS!!!! 

Based on the New York Times Bestseller: " The God Delusion by Richard... 
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Massive 'ocean' discovered towards Earth's core - environment - 12 June 2014 - New Scientist 

A huge expanse of water trapped in a layer of the Earth's mantle could help... 
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A MUST SEE-The Secret History of Dinosaurs 

A True Story All Credits to Restoring Genesis Ministries. This is God's Channel...To His Glory THIS VIDEO 

IS NOT MADE BY ME!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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University Fires Christian Scientist for Discovery Proving Creationism 

"We are not going to tolerate your religion in this department!," the lawsuit... 
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He who watches over Israel never sleeps not slumbers. 
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Check This Out: Evolution Refuted 

02:37 

 

Answers in Genesis 

This fun, informative, animated short explains two irrefutable scientific facts that make evolution 

unscientific. 
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Michael Swenson All that is visible teaches us about the invisible, all that is manifest teaches us about 

what is not plainly seen. (when it more than likely was due to ingesting all kinds of toxins these days -
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Depopulation: By Intent or Accident? 
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Tesla: Einstein was once asked how it felt to be the smartest man alive. Einstein's reply was "I don't 

know, you'll have to ask #Nikola #Tesla." #Einstein... 
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VAST MAJORITY honor the GOD of ALL CREATION, and yet, people who cannot even remotely walk in 

the shadows of these great ones of history, have nothing even close to compare ...See More 
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Fathers of the Sciences and Great Scientific Minds; In Their Own Words 

 “He who thinks half-heartedly will not believe in God; but he who really thinks has to believe in God.” 

 -  Isaac Newton 
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